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Netherlands 
 

CCC 

 

 

Cloud Connect 

Computertotaal (NET) positively reviewed the Wyse Cloud Connect 

highlighting the strong security, low price, advanced 

managementools and handy pocket size, however did note that the 

laptop is not fast and not every application works on it. 'The Wyse 

Cloud Connect from Dell is especially interesting for business users 

or in education.' 

4/5 Computertotaal - NL 

Link  19/05/2014 

  

 

Cloud Connect 

Telegraaf (NET) positively reviewed the Wyse Cloud Connect, 

saying it is a cheap solution for companies to change monitors into 

network computers however did note that it is a question if 

companies will switch from laptops to dongles. 

 
Telegraaf - NL 

Link  07/03/2014 

  

 

Display 

 

 

UltraSharp U2412M 

http://computertotaal.nl/overige-elektronica/dell-wyse-cloud-connect-een-android-pc-in-je-broekzak-62992
http://www.telegraaf.nl/digitaal/22358682/__Review_Dell_Wyse_Cloud_Connect__.html
http://computertotaal.nl/overige-elektronica/dell-wyse-cloud-connect-een-android-pc-in-je-broekzak-62992
http://www.telegraaf.nl/digitaal/22358682/__Review_Dell_Wyse_Cloud_Connect__.html


PC Magazine (NL) published an excellent review of the Ultrasharp 

U2412M, praising its terrific ergonomics, great onscreen workspace 

and all-round quality."The handling of the onscreen menu, often a bit 

difficult, is very easy with this Dell display thanks to the handy 

buttons on the right brim." 

5 out of 5 stars PC Magazine - NL 

 
01/09/2014 

  

 

Ultrasharp U2713H 

Tweakers (NL) published a positive review of the Ultrasharp 

U2713H, praising its colour display and the large amount of 

connection possibilities.''Decent monitor for colour-real desktop 

work, pretty neutral design, many connection possibilities and easy to 

configure.''  

 
Tweakers - NL 

Link  16/10/2014 

  

 

UltraSharp U2713H 

PC Magazine (NL) voted the Ultrsharp U2713H as providing the best 

display for imaging because of its excellent resolution, wide set of 

connectors, and versatile ergonomics. 

4.5 out of 5 stars PC Magazine - NL 

 
01/09/2014 

  

 

UltraSharp UP3214Q 

NWTV (NET) positively reviewed the Ultrasharp 32 highlighting the 

size and high resolution, however did note that the price is rather 

high. 'What is immidiately striking about this screen is that is huge 

for a computer screen. With a diameter of 32 inches is the screen is 

extremely suitable as a small display screen in the office to display 

information' 

 
NWTV - NL 

Link  27/03/2014 

  

 

Ultrasharp UZ2715H 

Clickx (NET) positively reviewed the Ultrasharp UZ2715H 

highlighting its great extra's, such as the excellent boxes and 

webcam, sharp display image and great options of connectors. 

However it did note that the contract of the display was not that great 

as it was a bit static. "Dell aims for the professional with the 

Ultrasharp UZ2715H, but this is also a very good display for the 

home office." 

http://tweakers.net/productreview/103909/dell-ultrasharp-u2713h-zwart.html
http://www.nwtv.nl/72171/recensie-dell-ultrasharp-32/
http://tweakers.net/productreview/103909/dell-ultrasharp-u2713h-zwart.html
http://www.nwtv.nl/72171/recensie-dell-ultrasharp-32/


 
Clickx - NL 

 
01/07/2014 

  

 

Notebook 

 

 

Latitude 12 7000 series 

Winmagpro (NEL) has published a postive review of the Latitude 

E7240, desbribing the device as being a highly mobile enterprise 

focused Ultrabook, with lots of safety features and good 

presentations. "The Dell Latitude E7240 is a must have for anyone 

that does not want to comprise performance and company data 

security for mobility." 

8.3/10 Winmagpro - NL 

 
01/05/2014 

  

 

Latitude 12 7000 series 

Winmagpro (NET) positively reviewed the Latitude 12 7000 series 

saying it is a highly mobile enterprise-foccused Ultrabook, however 

they did note that they expected it to have a longer battery life, a 

better keyboard and a bigger ssd-disk.  

8.3/10 Winmagpro - NL 

Link  07/03/2014 

  

 

Latitude 12 Rugged Extreme 

Notebookcheck (NL) has published an excellent review of the 

Latitude 12 Rugged Extreme, describing the device as robust, solid 

and able to cope in any challenging environment. "The Dell Latitude 

12 Extreme Rugged feels at home in any environment in which it will 

operate."  

0.87 Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  16/09/2014 

  

 

Latitude 13 Education series 

Hardware.info (NL) published a positive review of the Latitude 13 

Education series, highlighting its flexible material and waterproof 

keyboard. ''Another special characteristic is at the backside of the 

laptop, you'll see a big LED, and if it's switched on, the laptop is 

connected to the internet'.' 

 
Hardware.Info - NL 

Link  24/10/2014 

  

http://www.winmagpro.nl/review/review-dell-latitude-e7240-business-ultrabook-in-compact-formaat
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Inspiron-14-7437-FHD-Ultrabook-Update.127324.0.html
http://nl.hardware.info/reviews/5578/dell-latitude-3340-review-schoollaptop
http://www.winmagpro.nl/review/review-dell-latitude-e7240-business-ultrabook-in-compact-formaat
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Inspiron-14-7437-FHD-Ultrabook-Update.127324.0.html
http://nl.hardware.info/reviews/5578/dell-latitude-3340-review-schoollaptop


 

Latitude 13 Education series 

Notebookecheck (NET) published a neutral review of the Latitude 13 

Education series highlighting its practicality for education, but that 

the price is too high in general"The low power consumption points to 

a long battery runtime" 

Good (73 %) Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  21/05/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 7000 series 

PCM (NL) published a positive review of the Latitude 14 7000 

series, highlighting its robust design, excellent keyboard and 

touchscreen display. "The Dell Latitude actually contains all the 

features that a commercial laptop must have." 

 
PCM - NL 

 
01/09/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme 

XGN (NL) published a video review of the Latitude 14 Rugged 

Extreme where the machine was tested in extreme conditions. It 

impressed with its performance."Dell Latitude - The strongest laptop 

in the world." 

 
XGN - NL 

Link  14/10/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme 

Hardware.Info (NL) awarded the Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme with 

an Silver Award for being everything it promises to be; a sturdy 

laptop that can be used in extreme circumstances. "As a 'useful' 

device you don't expect the best configuration, but this model did 

surprise us in that area, its fast as lightening." 

Silver Award Hardware.Info - NL 

Link  10/10/2014 

  

 

Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme 

Notebookcheck (NL) published an excellent review on the Latitude 

14 Rugged Extreme, highlighting it's robust design, excellent 

keybord and great battery. ''All together, the Dell Latitude 14 is a 

good overall package that leaves the competition far behind''. 

 
Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  09/08/2014 

  

 

Latitude 15 5000 series 

http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-3340-Notebook.117204.0.html
http://www.xgn.nl/video/24947/dell-latitude-de-sterkste-laptop-ter-wereld
http://nl.hardware.info/reviews/5577/pro-dell-latitude-14-rugged-extreme-review-de-tank
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-14-Rugged-Extreme-Notebook.123589.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-3340-Notebook.117204.0.html
http://www.xgn.nl/video/24947/dell-latitude-de-sterkste-laptop-ter-wereld
http://nl.hardware.info/reviews/5577/pro-dell-latitude-14-rugged-extreme-review-de-tank
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-14-Rugged-Extreme-Notebook.123589.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-E5540-Notebook.116273.0.html


Notebookcheck (NET published a positive review of the Latitude 15 

5000 series complimenting the design and portability of the laptop, as 

well as its many connectivity ports."administrators will also be 

pleased about all standard security features and the many available 

services." 

Good (82 %) Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  10/05/2014 

  

 

Latitude E5440 

Notebookcheck (NET) positively reviewed the Latitude E5440 being 

described as a laptop with a solid build quality, decent input devices, 

clear HD + screen, low emissions, high performance and long battery 

life thanks to the pleasant ULV processor, however did note that the 

webcam is dissapointing. 'There is hardly any room for complaints 

since the Latitude does what he must do for its price.' 

 
Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  13/05/2014 

  

 

Latitude E6440 

Notebookcheck (NET) positively reviewd the Latitude E6440, noting 

that the connectivity, casing and security services are of top-level, 

however did note that the display is extremely dissapointing within 

this price range. "The combination of a stury casing and keyboard 

with security and guarantee serverice will give the boss a good 

feeling."  

 
Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  05/03/2014 

  

 

Tablet 

 

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Notebookcheck (NET) has published a good review of the Venue Pro 

11 describing it as a versatile professional tablet that is both stylish 

and durable. "If you are looking for a larger than normal tablet, which 

connects to a keyboard / touchpad combo that is excellent quality 

with a bright and vivid screen and a full version of Windows 8.1 , 

you should really take a look at the Venue Pro 11." 

 
Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  06/07/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-E5540-Notebook.116273.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-E5440-4668-Notebook.116473.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-E6440-Notebook.112634.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Venue-11-Pro-5130-Tablet.120344.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-E5440-4668-Notebook.116473.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Latitude-E6440-Notebook.112634.0.html
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Venue-11-Pro-5130-Tablet.120344.0.html


Winmagpro (NET) positively reviewed the Venue 11 Pro, being 

describing the device as a decent tablet that can also be used for 

highly productive tasks. "The tablet in the Atom - version is 

extraordinary quiet." 

8/10 Winmagpro - NL 

 
01/07/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Elektronica Reviews (NET) positively reviewed the Venue 11 Pro for 

its excellent and bright display, changeble battery, speed and 

responsiveness when used and nice design. It did however note that 

it's not suitable for heavy computing and there was a low 

availabilityy of apps (due to Windows 8). "In a work environment, 

this tablet would absolutely be the one, with its great peripharal 

extra's such as the keyboard docks and the changable battery." 

 
Elektronica-Reviews - NL 

Link  14/06/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Hardware.info (NET) published an excellent review of the Venue 11 

Pro, which received the Gold Award. The review highlights the 

compact 11.6 inch screen, pleasant Mobile Dock and battery life 

which offers a perfect combination of usability and ability to work 

mobile.'If you ask us, this is the best and most interesting tablet for 

Windows we've seen so far.' 

Gold Award Hardware.info - NL 

Link  10/06/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Winmagpro (NET) positively reviewed the Venue 8 Pro highlighting 

the big display, long battery life and very useful along the way, 

however did note that the tablet is a bit heavy and that they at least 

expected a full Office version for the price that is asked. 'The Dell 

Venue 11 Pro is a solid tablet which moreover lends itself to some 

more productive jobs.' 

8/10 Winmagpro - NL 

Link  23/05/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Hardware.Info (NET) published an excellent video review of the 

Venue 11 Pro highlighting it's broad range of accessoiries, excellent 

dispaly, handy removable battery and impressive batterylife (up to 13 

hrs with the keyboard dock). "It is very cool that you can customize 

the tablet, you can put in a new battery, larger memory, etc. This is 

by far the most versatile Windows 8 tablet currently in the market."  

http://www.elektronica-reviews.nl/dell-venue-11-pro-review/
http://nl.hardware.info/reviews/5405/13/dell-venue-pro-11-tablet-met-de-voordelen-van-een-laptop-conclusie
http://www.winmagpro.nl/review/review-dell-venue-11-pro
http://www.elektronica-reviews.nl/dell-venue-11-pro-review/
http://nl.hardware.info/reviews/5405/13/dell-venue-pro-11-tablet-met-de-voordelen-van-een-laptop-conclusie
http://www.winmagpro.nl/review/review-dell-venue-11-pro
http://nl.hardware.info/tv/753/dell-venue-11-pro-convertible-tablet-video-review


 
Hardware.Info - NL 

Link  25/04/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

TabletGuide published a positive product review of the Venue 11 

Pro, highlighting the display, battery life, build quality and its high 

level tablet speakers  

4/5 Tabletguide - NL 

Link  22/03/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Tabletmagazine (NET) published a positive review for the Venue 11 

Pro, saying that it is a beautiful Windows 8 tablet with a bigger 

screen size, good build quality and a clean installation of Windows 8, 

however did note that the pricing is rather high. 

8.0/10 Tabletmagazine - NL 

Link  14/03/2014 

  

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Notebookcheck (NL) positively reviewed the Venue 11 Pro, saying 

that the was a good tablet in general with great features such as the 

removable battery and good display however did note that the 

calibration of the color is distracting and sound is just average. "Dell 

pick up a lot of things differently, and some things work out very 

well for the Venue 11." 

 
Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  14/02/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Hardware.Info (NL) positively reviewed the Venue 8 Pro in a group 

test highlighting its light weight, good performance and great 

batterylife however did not their was a lack of connectors and the 

windowsbutton was on an odd spot (on top).  

 
Hardware.Info - NL 

 
01/08/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Chip (NET) published a positive review of the Venue 8 Pro, scoring 

it 4/5 highlighting its complete Window 8.1 environment, good 

battery life and the great viewing angles, however did note that the 

tablet is not yet optimal for commercial use. "The Venue 8 pro suits 

the life of the user perfectly thanks to the complete Windows (8.1) 

OS preinstalled on the tablet."  

http://nl.hardware.info/tv/753/dell-venue-11-pro-convertible-tablet-video-review
http://www.tabletguide.nl/review/review-dell-venue-11-pro/
http://www.tabletsmagazine.nl/2014/03/review-dell-venue-11-pro/
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Venue-11-Pro-Tablet.111626.0.html
http://www.tabletguide.nl/review/review-dell-venue-11-pro/
http://www.tabletsmagazine.nl/2014/03/review-dell-venue-11-pro/
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Venue-11-Pro-Tablet.111626.0.html


4 out of 5 Chip - NL 

 
01/06/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Tweakers published a positive product review of the Venue 8 Pro, 

highlighting the excellent software and the program OneNote 

 
Tweakers - NL 

Link  22/03/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Tweakers published a product review in which 4 tablets are 

compared with each other. The Dell Venue 8 Pro is in this review 

compared with the Inconia W4 from Acer, Mixx 2 from Lenovo and 

the Encore of Toshiba. The Dell Venue 8 pro preformed best in the 

test 

 
Tweakers - NL 

Link  22/03/2014 

  

 

Venue 8 Pro 

Tabletmagazine (NET) positively reviewed the Venue 8 Pro, saying 

it is one of the most impressive Windows 8 tablet with a hardware 

that would be expected and the range of accesories makes it more 

interesting. 

8.0/10 Tabletsmagazine - NL 

Link  07/03/2014 

  

 

Workstation 

 

 

Precision M2800 

Notebookcheck (NET) published an excellent review of the Precision 

M2800, awarding it the "Good“ award. The review complements the 

robust construction, outstanding professional performance, good 

battery life, huge variety of ports and good price-to-performance 

ratio."In addition to the very harmonious outer finishing, Dell also 

did many things right inside the device.“ 

Good (87%) Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  08/07/2014 

  

http://tweakers.net/productreview/94745/dell-venue-8-pro-wifi-32gb-met-windows-81-zwart.html
http://tweakers.net/reviews/3448/vier-8-inch-windows-tablets-getest.html
http://www.tabletsmagazine.nl/2014/03/review-dell-venue-8-pro/
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Precision-M2800-Notebook.120566.0.html
http://tweakers.net/productreview/94745/dell-venue-8-pro-wifi-32gb-met-windows-81-zwart.html
http://tweakers.net/reviews/3448/vier-8-inch-windows-tablets-getest.html
http://www.tabletsmagazine.nl/2014/03/review-dell-venue-8-pro/
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Kort-testrapport-Dell-Precision-M2800-Notebook.120566.0.html


 

Precision M3800 

PCM (NET) published an excellent review of the the Precision 

M3000 giving it a 4/5 score highlighting its beautiful design, 

excellent specifications and high quality display, however it did note 

that the laptop got warm when working with it on the lab and was 

quite heavy. "The Dell Precision M3800 is a beautifully designed 

mobile workstaion that responds very fast and has an excellent 

preformance."  

4 out of 5 PCM - NL 

Link  30/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

PCM Web (NL) positively reviewed the Precision M3800, 

highligting the attractive design, good specifications and the high 

quality display. However, it did note that the laptop is rather heavy 

and it is not comfortable to put on your lap because of the heat."The 

Precision M3800 is a decent and fast laptop with attractive design." 

4 out of 5 PCM Web - NL 

Link  24/06/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Hardware.info (NL) awarded the Precision M3800 with a Gold 

Award saying that the 15.6 inch touch display makes it a very special 

laptop. Furthermore, the quad-core Intel Core i7 processor provides 

outstanding performance and it is possible to have both a hard disk 

and a SSD installed. "All-in all, the Precision M3800 is a great laptop 

and is, in our opinion, Gold Award worthy" 

Gold Award Hardware.info - NL 

Link  14/04/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Tweakers (NL) published a positive revey of the Precision M3800, 

saying it is a beautiful piece of constructed hardware with 

impressively fast hardware built into a compact body, however did 

note that the batterylife was a bit less than expected and it is has a 

relatively high price. 

4/5 Tweakers - NL 

Link  08/04/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

http://www.pcmweb.nl/review/review-dell-precision-m3800.html
http://www.pcmweb.nl/review/review-dell-precision-m3800.html
http://nl.hardware.info/reviews/5328/pro-dell-precision-m3800-review-de-ultieme-slanke-laptop?utm_source=rss-all&utm_medium=rssfeed&utm_campaign=hardwareinfo
http://tweakers.net/reviews/3465/9/dell-precision-m3800-elegant-monster-conclusie.html
http://www.pcmweb.nl/review/review-dell-precision-m3800.html
http://www.pcmweb.nl/review/review-dell-precision-m3800.html
http://nl.hardware.info/reviews/5328/pro-dell-precision-m3800-review-de-ultieme-slanke-laptop?utm_source=rss-all&utm_medium=rssfeed&utm_campaign=hardwareinfo
http://tweakers.net/reviews/3465/9/dell-precision-m3800-elegant-monster-conclusie.html


PC magazine (NET) positively reviewed the Precision M3800 

highlighting the touchscreen and the light weight, however did note 

the absence of a fixed network connection and thunderbolt. 'If we 

were having a beauty contest the Precision M3800 would score high 

with its slim design and light weight' 

3,5/5 PC Magazine - NL 

 
01/04/2014 

  

 

Precision M3800 

Notebookcheck (NET) gave the Precision M3800 an excellent review 

highlighting is sleek desing, powerful perfomance and more than 

impressive display. "The Dell Precision M3800 combines the best of 

two world. The powerfull hardware of a mobile workstation is mixed 

with the thin housing of an ultrabook." 

 
Notebookcheck - NL 

Link  01/02/2014 

  

 

Precision T5610 

PC Magazine (NET) positively reviewed the Precision T5610, 

highlighting the compact size, dual processor, clear inside and the 

high clockspeed processors. 

4/5 PC Magazine - NL 

 
01/04/2014 

  

Belgium 
 

Display 

 

 

UltraSharp U2713H 

Shoot.be (BE) published a positive review of the U2713H, describing 

it as an excellent monitor with a stylish and business like design.It 

praised its usability and adjustable height."With its matte black and 

silver design, the Dell described as sober and businesslike, best yet 

stylish." 

 
Shoot.be - BE 

Link  29/08/2014 

  

 

http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Testrapport-Dell-Precision-M3800-Workstation.110325.0.html
http://www.shoot.be/art/157650/monitortest-dell-u2713h/
http://www.notebookcheck.nl/Testrapport-Dell-Precision-M3800-Workstation.110325.0.html
http://www.shoot.be/art/157650/monitortest-dell-u2713h/


Notebook 

 

 

Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme 

Hardwareinfo.be (BE) published a positive review of the Latitude 14 

Rugged Extreme. It impressed the reviewer with its high quality 

specifications and praised its connectivity options and USB and VGA 

ports. "The Dell Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme is not a standard 

laptop. It is extremely sturdy, made to function under difficult 

circumstances." 

Silver award Hardwareinfo.be - BE 

Link  10/10/2014 

  

 

Tablet 

 

 

Venue 11 Pro 

Hardwareinfo.be (BEL) published a positive review of the Venue 11 

Pro, describing it as a versatile device. It praised the quality of the 

screen and the easily removable back panel so users can easily 

upgrade. "Unlike most tablets that are currently on the market, you 

can easily remove the back and if you include access to the SSD M.2, 

working memory, battery, the network and the mobile network. So 

that you can easily replace or upgrade." 

 
Hardwareinfo.be - BE 

Link  10/06/2014 

  

Important Note: Dell does not have the right to re-publish the reviews created by these 

publications - this content is for use in sales discussions and links to the original publications 

can be shared, BUT this information is NOT to be re-distributed (eg e-mailed) or re-

published. 

http://be.hardware.info/reviews/5577/2/pro-dell-latitude-14-rugged-extreme-review-de-tank-niet-alledaags
http://be.hardware.info/reviews/5405/dell-venue-pro-11-tablet-met-de-voordelen-van-een-laptop
http://be.hardware.info/reviews/5577/2/pro-dell-latitude-14-rugged-extreme-review-de-tank-niet-alledaags
http://be.hardware.info/reviews/5405/dell-venue-pro-11-tablet-met-de-voordelen-van-een-laptop

